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We report the synthesis of ultrathin S-doped MoSe2 nanosheets demonstrating enhanced HER catalysis with a low onset overpotential of 90 mV and a Tafel slope of 58 mV per decade. We attribute the improved catalytic effects to the proliferation of unsaturated HER active sites in MoSe2 resulting from S-doping.

Hydrogen is a clean energy carrier and considered as a promising candidate to replace fossil fuels in the future due to its highest energy density (143 kJ g⁻¹). The feasibility of a hydrogen economy highly depends on the cost and efficiency of hydrogen production. Low system efficiency (30–45%) and high capital cost are major hurdles for wider industrial application of hydrogen economy. Hence, intensive research has been devoted to synthesizing metal dichalcogenide nanostructures with high density of active edge sites. It was also demonstrated that active edge sites can be greatly increased by forming defects on the basal planes of these metal dichalcogenide nanosheets. Secondly, carbonaceous materials, including carbon nanotubes, graphene and reduced graphene oxide sheets, have been employed as catalyst support to improve the electrical conductivity of the HER electrocatalyst. Consequently, the improved electrical conductivity contributes to faster reaction kinetics, and thus a smaller overpotential and a larger cathodic efficiency of HER.

Platinum has been demonstrated to be a superior electrocatalyst in HER. However, the rare availability and high price of Pt limit its large-scale application. Thus, it is desirable but challenging to find inexpensive alternatives with high electrocatalytic activity to replace Pt. Recently, layered semiconducting metal dichalcogenides MX2, where M represents a transition metal and X represents S, Se or Te, have drawn great attention as photocatalytic materials, and their catalytic activity of active sites. Firstly, layered metal dichalcogenides becomes the primary strategy to increase the number of catalytically active edge sites for HER. Layered materials tend to expose their basal planes as terminating surfaces to minimize surface free energy. However, edges of layered materials with dangling bonds are catalytically active while the basal planes are electrochemically inert in HER. Therefore, intensive efforts have been devoted to synthesizing metal dichalcogenide nanostructures with high density of active edge sites. It was also demonstrated that active edge sites can be greatly increased by forming defects on the basal planes of these metal dichalcogenide nanosheets. Secondly, carbonaceous materials, including carbon nanotubes, graphene and reduced graphene oxide sheets, have been employed as catalyst support to improve the electrical conductivity of the HER electrocatalyst. Consequently, the improved electrical conductivity contributes to faster reaction kinetics, and thus a smaller overpotential and a larger cathodic efficiency of HER.

Platinum has been demonstrated to be a superior electrocatalyst in HER. However, the rare availability and high price of Pt limit its large-scale application. Thus, it is desirable but challenging to find inexpensive alternatives with high electrocatalytic activity to replace Pt. Recently, layered semiconducting metal dichalcogenides MX2, where M represents a transition metal and X represents S, Se or Te, have drawn great attention as inorganic electrocatalysts for HER due to their low-cost and electrochemical stability in acid. Intensive research has been devoted to improving their electrocatalytic performance.

Three major strategies have been suggested and developed to optimize the HER catalytic effects of these transition metal dichalcogenides: (1) increasing the number of active sites of the catalyst; (2) improving the electrical conductivity of the catalyst; and (3) improving the catalytic effects of the active sites. Firstly, nanosizing layered metal dichalcogenides becomes the primary strategy to increase the number of catalytically active edge sites for HER. Layered materials tend to expose their basal planes as terminating surfaces to minimize surface free energy. However, edges of layered materials with dangling bonds are catalytically active while the basal planes are electrochemically inert in HER. Therefore, intensive efforts have been devoted to synthesizing metal dichalcogenide nanostructures with high density of active edge sites. It was also demonstrated that active edge sites can be greatly increased by forming defects on the basal planes of these metal dichalcogenide nanosheets. Secondly, carbonaceous materials, including carbon nanotubes, graphene and reduced graphene oxide sheets, have been employed as catalyst support to improve the electrical conductivity of the HER electrocatalyst. Consequently, the improved electrical conductivity contributes to faster reaction kinetics, and thus a smaller overpotential and a larger cathodic efficiency of HER.

Platinum has been demonstrated to be a superior electrocatalyst in HER. However, the rare availability and high price of Pt limit its large-scale application. Thus, it is desirable but challenging to find inexpensive alternatives with high electrocatalytic activity to replace Pt. Recently, layered semiconducting metal dichalcogenides MX2, where M represents a transition metal and X represents S, Se or Te, have drawn great attention as inorganic electrocatalysts for HER due to their low-cost and electrochemical stability in acid. Intensive research has been devoted to improving their electrocatalytic performance.

Three major strategies have been suggested and developed to optimize the HER catalytic effects of these transition metal dichalcogenides: (1) increasing the number of active sites of the catalyst; (2) improving the electrical conductivity of the catalyst; and (3) improving the catalytic effects of the active sites. Firstly, nanosizing layered metal dichalcogenides becomes the primary strategy to increase the number of catalytically active edge sites for HER. Layered materials tend to expose their basal planes as terminating surfaces to minimize surface free energy. However, edges of layered materials with dangling bonds are catalytically active while the basal planes are electrochemically inert in HER. Therefore, intensive efforts have been devoted to synthesizing metal dichalcogenide nanostructures with high density of active edge sites. It was also demonstrated that active edge sites can be greatly increased by forming defects on the basal planes of these metal dichalcogenide nanosheets. Secondly, carbonaceous materials, including carbon nanotubes, graphene and reduced graphene oxide sheets, have been employed as catalyst support to improve the electrical conductivity of the HER electrocatalyst. Consequently, the improved electrical conductivity contributes to faster reaction kinetics, and thus a smaller overpotential and a larger cathodic efficiency of HER.

Platinum has been demonstrated to be a superior electrocatalyst in HER. However, the rare availability and high price of Pt limit its large-scale application. Thus, it is desirable but challenging to find inexpensive alternatives with high electrocatalytic activity to replace Pt. Recently, layered semiconducting metal dichalcogenides MX2, where M represents a transition metal and X represents S, Se or Te, have drawn great attention as inorganic electrocatalysts for HER due to their low-cost and electrochemical stability in acid. Intensive research has been devoted to improving their electrocatalytic performance.

Three major strategies have been suggested and developed to optimize the HER catalytic effects of these transition metal dichalcogenides: (1) increasing the number of active sites of the catalyst; (2) improving the electrical conductivity of the catalyst; and (3) improving the catalytic effects of the active sites. Firstly, nanosizing layered metal dichalcogenides becomes the primary strategy to increase the number of catalytically active edge sites for HER. Layered materials tend to expose their basal planes as terminating surfaces to minimize surface free energy. However, edges of layered materials with dangling bonds are catalytically active while the basal planes are electrochemically inert in HER. Therefore, intensive efforts have been devoted to synthesizing metal dichalcogenide nanostructures with high density of active edge sites. It was also demonstrated that active edge sites can be greatly increased by forming defects on the basal planes of these metal dichalcogenide nanosheets. Secondly, carbonaceous materials, including carbon nanotubes, graphene and reduced graphene oxide sheets, have been employed as catalyst support to improve the electrical conductivity of the HER electrocatalyst. Consequently, the improved electrical conductivity contributes to faster reaction kinetics, and thus a smaller overpotential and a larger cathodic efficiency of HER.
coverage of hydrogen adsorption. Similar to other layered metal dichalcogenides, the surface energy of the edge sites in MoSe$_2$ is higher than that of the terrace sites, so it tends to expose more basal planes as terminating surfaces. In our synthesis, a surfactant is employed which is expected to lower the surface energy of edge sites, resulting in nanosheets with large quantities of exposed edge sites. Besides, the obtained S-doped MoSe$_2$ (~1.68 wt% S) nanosheets are rich in both structural defects in their basal planes as well as unsaturated sites along the basal edges. With S-doping, the bandgap of MoSe$_2$ is slightly reduced indicating improved electrical conductivity. In the HER process, the S-doped MoSe$_2$ catalyst exhibits highly-active electrocatalysis with a current density of 30 mA cm$^{-2}$ at the overpotential of ~156 mV and a small Tafel slope of 58 mV per decade.

For comparison, the MoSe$_2$ nanosheets are firstly synthesized by reacting Mo–oleylamine and Se–oleylamine–dodecanethiol mixtures. Dodecanethiol not only promotes the dissolution of selenium in oleylamine but also acts as a surfactant to lower the surface energy of the basal edges, limiting the expanded growth of the basal plane. The SEM and TEM images (ESI, Fig. S1†) clearly reveal the formation of ultrathin nanosheets, which crumbled into a three-dimensional network with large quantities of exposed edge sites. The XRD pattern for the as-synthesized nanosheet (Fig. 1a) reveals characteristic peaks at 2$\theta$ = 31.89$^\circ$, 38.21$^\circ$ and 56.50$^\circ$ corresponding to diffraction planes of (100), (103) and (110) for MoSe$_2$ (JCPDF 00-029-0914), respectively. The EDX analysis shows that the atomic ratio of Se to Mo is 2.07 : 1, which further confirms the formation of MoSe$_2$ (ESI, Fig. S1d†).

The S-doping is introduced by addition of elemental sulfur powder to the precursor solution. The XRD pattern (Fig. 1) of S-containing MoSe$_2$ reveals diffraction peaks at 2$\theta$ = 32.07$^\circ$, 38.31$^\circ$ and 56.68$^\circ$ with a slight displacement to higher angles compared to that of pure MoSe$_2$. The right-shift of the diffraction peaks indicates compaction of unit cells. Such a right shift of peaks is expected as S has a smaller ionic radius compared to Se.$^{31,32}$ Besides, it is worth noting that the XRD peaks of S-doped MoSe$_2$ are broader and weaker in intensity (Fig. 1b and c), indicating that incorporation of S reduces the average grain size and the crystallinity of the sample. The smaller sized grains correspond to more grain boundaries, which suggest more defects and structural disordering.

The 3D networking morphology of nanosheets can be retained with the addition of S as shown in Fig. 2a. Fig. 2b reveals a lamellar structure and a large quantity of exposed edge sites of the (002) plane. The incorporation of S into MoSe$_2$ gives rise to more stacking faults and plane defects, resulting in a notable curvature of the edge of the (002) plane and non-uniformity of the spacing between adjacent (002) planes.

![Fig. 1](image1.png)  
**Fig. 1** (a) XRD patterns for MoSe$_2$ (red) and S-incorporated MoSe$_2$ (black) and the enlarged XRD patterns showing the diffraction peak shift of (b) the (100) crystal plane and (c) the (110) crystal plane of the MoSe$_2$ nanosheets and the S-doped MoSe$_2$ nanosheets. The peak centres are allocated after Gaussian fitting of peaks. For (b) and (c), the solid lines are experimental data and the dotted lines are the corresponding Gaussian fittings.

![Fig. 2](image2.png)  
**Fig. 2** (a and b) TEM images of S-incorporated MoSe$_2$ show retention of nanosheet morphology; (c) high-magnification TEM image reveals a large quantity of exposed edges of nanosheets; (d) HRTEM image of the basal plane of the nanosheet shows nanodomains; (e) the scheme demonstrates that the unsaturated edges of the nanodomains on the nanosheet (100) basal plane are active for proton adsorption.
S. samples. As shown in Fig. 4, the S-doped MoSe₂ nanosheets, which is composed of distributed nanodomains smaller than 5 nm. The nanodomains result in the formation of additional edge sites along the domain walls, and the unsaturated S and Se along the domain walls are possible active sites for hydrogen ion adsorption as illustrated in Fig. 2e.

In order to investigate the chemical composition of the samples, XPS, EDX elemental mapping and elemental analysis (CHNS-MS) were carried out. The full profile of the XPS spectrum confirms the presence of Mo, Se and S (Fig. S3a). Two characteristic peaks (Fig. 3a) located at 232.4 eV and 229.0 eV can be assigned to Mo 3d₃/₂ and Mo 3d₅/₂, respectively. And the minor peak at 224.8 eV corresponds to S 2s, indicating the presence of S in a small quantity. The peaks between 155 eV and 175 eV can be de-convoluted into four peaks (Fig. 3b). Peaks at 160.8 eV and 166.8 eV are attributed to Se 3p₃/₂ and 3p₁/₂, respectively. Whereas the other two peaks at 162.4 eV and 163.8 eV correspond to binding energies of S 2p₃/₂ and 2p₁/₂ in MoS₂, suggesting the existence of Mo–S bonding instead of elemental S. And, it is also an indication of substitutional doping of S to Se instead of S occupying the interstitial sites of MoSe₂. The peak at 55 eV is attributed to Se 3d₃/₂ and Mo 3d₅/₂ (Fig. S3b). The incorporation of S is also confirmed by STEM-EDX mapping, which reveals a uniform compositional distribution of S inside the MoSe₂ nanosheets (Fig. 3c–f). The amount of S-doping is further confirmed by CHNS-elemental analysis to be 1.68 wt%.

It has been reported that the structural defects in molybdenum chalcogenides can have significant influence on their optical and electrical properties. The bandgap variation is determined from the UV-visible diffuse reflectance spectra of samples. As shown in Fig. 4, the S-doped MoSe₂ nanosheets possess a narrow bandgap of 1.65 eV compared with pristine MoSe₂ nanosheets (1.75 eV). As demonstrated in previous studies, point defects and residual strain induced from small amount doping may give rise to extra donor levels in the forbidden energy gap, leading to bandgap narrowing.

Subsequently, the electrical conductivity of the material can be enhanced due to bandgap narrowing.

The electrocatalytic HER activities of MoSe₂ and S-doped MoSe₂ were investigated in 0.5 M H₂SO₄ solution using a typical three-electrode setup. For comparison, HER catalytic measurements using commercial Pt-C (10 wt% Pt) were also performed. The polarization curves (Fig. 5a) (I–V plot) exhibited a small onset overpotential of 90 mV for S-doped MoSe₂, beyond which the cathodic current rose rapidly under more negative potentials. In contrast, the pure MoSe₂ shows a larger onset overpotential of around 200 mV. At a same current density of 30 mA cm⁻², the S-doped MoSe₂ nanosheet needs an overpotential of 156 mV (82 mV for Pt-C) while MoSe₂ requires a greater overpotential of 278 mV.

The Tafel plots (Fig. 5b) were derived from the polarization curve. The linear portion of the Tafel plot was fitted into the Tafel equation:

$$\eta = b \log j + a$$

where η is the overpotential, j is the current density, and b is the Tafel slope. The Tafel slope is an inherent property of catalyst
materials and indicates the rate-determining step in the whole HER process. Besides, a smaller Tafel slope is preferred as it means a faster increase of hydrogen generation rate with increasing overpotential applied. The MoSe₂ nanosheets show a large Tafel slope of 106 mV per decade in the $\eta$ range of 150–260 mV, indicating that it is a poorly active catalyst, while Pt is the most active material with a Tafel slope of 30 mV per decade in the $\eta$ range of 0–25 mV. The S-doped MoSe₂ nanosheet possesses a Tafel slope of 60 mV per decade, which is smaller than the Tafel slopes for MoSe₂ reported in the literature. With a Tafel slope of 60 mV per decade, the S-doped MoSe₂ electrode follows a Volmer–Spillover–Heyrovsky reaction mechanism. In the HER process of S-doped MoSe₂, $H^+$ firstly adsorbed onto the electrode surface via an electrochemical discharge step, followed by the migration of unstable adsorbed $H_{ads}$ to a more stable position and generation of hydrogen through electrochemical desorption. Besides, the migration of adsorbed $H_{ads}$ is the rate-limiting step in the overall HER process, resulting in a Tafel slope of 60 mV per decade for S-doped MoSe₂. In addition, the MoSe₂ electrode follows the Volmer–Heyrovsky or the Volmer–Tafel process with the Volmer reaction as the rate-determining step, while the active Pt–C electrode follows the Volmer–Tafel reaction process and the chemical recombination of $H_{ads}$ is the rate-determining step.

Besides of more active HER catalysis sites, the enhanced charge transfer kinetics also contribute to the improved HER electrocatalysis efficiency of S-doped MoSe₂ nanosheets. In order to prove this effect, an impedance measurement was carried out at an overpotential of $\eta = 150$ mV (Fig. 5c). The Nyquist plots obtained from impedance measurement were fitted with an equivalent circuit in Fig. S4 (ESI†). The S-doped MoSe₂ nanosheets exhibited a much lower charge transfer impedance of 35.66 Ω than pure MoSe₂ nanosheets (145.02 Ω), indicating faster HER kinetics with the S-doped MoSe₂ catalyst.

Stability is another important property of the HER electrocatalyst. Cycling stability is investigated by carrying out continuous cyclic voltammetry between –0.4 V and 0.2 V (vs. RHE) at 100 mV s⁻¹. As shown in Fig. 5d, only a slight activity loss was observed after 10 000 cycles’ accelerated scanning, indicating a good cycling performance. This might be caused by the consumption of $H^+$ or accumulation of $H_2$ around the electrode surface that hinders the reaction.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a simple method to synthesize S-doped MoSe₂ with enhanced HER catalytic activity. We attribute the improved HER catalytic effects of S-doped MoSe₂ to the proliferation of unsaturated active sites for hydrogen evolution catalysis and the enhancement of the electrical conductivity resulting from S-doping. The present work suggests that anion-doping/incorporation is an effective method to increase the density of catalytic active sites and the electrical conductivity of metal dichalcogenides, enabling their potential to replace Pt as an electrocatalyst in HER. Further improvements of the materials may be obtained by increasing the doping concentration followed by addition of conductive carbon as a catalyst support to achieve more active sites and higher electrical conductivity.

Experimental procedures

Molybdenum chloride (MoCl₅), selenium powder, sulfur powder, 10 wt% Pt on charcoal, technical grade oleylamine (70%) and Nafion solution (5% in a mixture of lower aliphatic alcohols and water) were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Oleylamine was purged with Ar gas at 120 °C for 2 h before use. Other chemicals were all used as received.

The synthesis was carried out using a three-neck flask under continuous Ar gas flow in a heating mantle. 0.1 mmol MoCl₅ and 10 ml oleylamine were mixed and heated to 120 °C (solution A). 0.2 mmol Se powder and 0.2 mmol S powder were added to a 10 ml oleylamine–dodecanethiol (9 : 1 vol%) mixture and heated to 120 °C for 1 h in a separate flask (solution B). Solution B changed from colorless to brownish during heating indicating dissolution of Se powder in oleylamine. Solution A was then added to solution B, and the mixed solution was heated to 220 °C and maintained at this temperature for 6 h. Subsequently, the reaction mixture was naturally cooled down to room temperature. Hexane was added to the mixture, which was then centrifuged with an ethanol–hexane mixture for more than 5 times. The residual solid was finally dispersed in ethanol for further use and analysis. In the synthesis of pure MoSe₂ without doping, only 0.2 mmol Se powder was added to a 10 ml oleylamine–dodecanethiol (9 : 1 vol%) mixture to make solution B.

Morphologies were characterized using a field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM, JEOL JSM-7600F). The TEM images were observed using a transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEOL 2100F) operating at 200 kV. Crystal phases were identified using an X-ray diffractometer (Shimadzu) with Cu Kα irradiation. Theta Probe X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, ESCALab 250i-XL & Theta Probe A1333) was used to verify the presence of Mo, S and Se. CHNS elemental analysis was conducted on a CHNS elemental analyser, which can simultaneously determine the amount of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and sulfur contained in materials.

Three types of materials were tested for the HER electrocatalysis, including the commercial 10 wt% Pt on activated charcoal (Pt–C), MoSe₂ nanosheet and S-doped MoSe₂ nanosheet. The dispersions of catalyst materials were prepared by 30 min sonication of a mixture containing 4 mg catalyst materials in 0.9 ml ethanol, 0.1 ml H₂O and 20 μL Nafion to form a homogeneous ink. 5 μL of the mixture were loaded onto glassy carbon electrodes by drop casting and dried naturally overnight. As the glass carbon electrode has a diameter of 3 mm, the mass loading on each electrode is 0.28 mg cm⁻². Linear sweep voltammetry with a scan rate of 2 mV s⁻¹ was conducted in 0.5 M H₂SO₄ (barged with Ar gas) using a Ag/AgCl (1 M KCl) electrode as the reference electrode and Pt wire as the counter electrode. All the potentials were calibrated to a reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) after measurement. Before the polarization curve was recorded, cyclic voltammetry (CV) was conducted on each sample between –0.6 V and 0.2 V (vs. RHE) at 100 mV s⁻¹ for 100 cycles to electrochemically remove residual organic components. And CV was conducted for 10 000 cycles between –0.4 V and 0.2 V (vs. RHE) at 100 mV s⁻¹ for the stability test. For the
Tafel analysis, the logarithm of the negative current density of the resulting polarization curve was plotted vs. overpotential. The Nyquist plots were measured with frequencies ranging from 100 kHz to 0.1 Hz at an overpotential of 150 mV.
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